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REPORT

Over the days of the conference, soundCamp set up a bell tent and live listening 
equipment in the meadow across from the main conference venue. At  points during the 
day we put together soundscapes in the tent, and invited people to come and listen and to 
talk about and within them. 

We set up a live stream from the upper storey of a summer house in the gardens, using a 
prototype Raspberry Pi streambox and a  4/3G router. This was streamed live in the 
second constructed soundscape, in Soundart Radio programming on the morning of 30 
June,  and in the programme 'Bioacoustics and Sonic Art' curated by Laura Denning, 
broadcast live on Soundart Radio at noon on the 30th June, with contributions by Janike 
Kampevold Larsen, Dawn Scarfe, Grant Smith and members of the studio audience.

The form of the installation was a response to the site, the weather, fragments from the 
conference proceedings, and the constraints of location (access, shelter, power, 
connectivity)  as we found them on our arrival for the first time onTuesday 28th of June.

Dartington soundscape 1

29 June 2016 from 1pm
3 stereo streams in a tent in a field overlooking the valley of the Dart

-- 2 x hydrophones in a cooking pot
-- 2 x air microphones in a popup tent
-- 2 x channels from Pond Station by Zach Poff - live sounds from a pond at Wave Farm in 
upstate  New York, relayed from various floating solar powered sensors http://
www.zachpoff.com/projects/pondstation/

Comments
DL1 is in part a response to John Wylies's  presentation: The Distant, which provided an 
opening to the conference and which we recognised as being in keeping with our own 
experiences and experiments with sound: as the keynote marked a series of critical  
distances and disjunctures from and within any account of landscape as a stable, smoothly  
habitable frame, soundCamp too is familiar with  a sense of distance from the 'immersive' 
strand in sound arts studies. The kinds of live listening we are involved with, using low tech 
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equipment to tap into local and remote live audio streams, tends to have a more disjointed 
texture and to offer the listener a range of uneasier positions..

The bell tent is set up on the edge of the meadow, which is across the road and also 
slightly on the edge of the conference. Not that many people come through the rain and 
long wet grass to the  soundtent, which is turn does not present a clear invitation, facing, if 
anything, away, towards the valley. Beside it is a small green popup tent. We listen to the 
rain fall. The sounds change slightly, undemonstratively, barely.

We establish a near ground: hydrophones, tent skin; a middle ground: trees in middle 
distance partially heard and glimpsed through a slit door in the tent; and a far distance: the 
Pond Station in Upper Hudson NY. These elements respond, secondly, to the rain, which 
is set in from around 7 in the morning, forecast to continue until 9 at night. 

Participants can cross through the long thick drenched purple headed grasses of the 
meadow on high ground falling away to the valley, and enter the tent, where a variety of 
small devices relay sounds broadly derived from water via a fluctuating 3G connection and  
battery powered speakers. Air microphones from a recorder in the nylon popup tent nearby 
deliver a broken stream of pops and small percussive high pitched sounds, increasing to a 
sheet of static when the rain intensifies, partially blending with the sounds of wind directly 
audible in the trees about 100m away and the duller sound of rain on the canvas of the 
bell tent above and around. On the other side of the tent, speakers about the size of 1/3 of 
a pack of biscuits relay sounds of rain drops falling into water collecting in an aluminium 
cooking pot outside by the wall of the tent. This rudimentary auditorium is expanded by the 
sounds from Pond Station, a floating platform of hydrophones and relays by Zach Poff with 
Wave Farm developed in residency between 2015 and 2016 in association with 
soundCamp for the 24 hour Reveil broadcast of live daybreak sounds,  now a permanent 
stream on the live soundmap at Locus Sonus. Pond Station includes sounds of biotic 
origin predictably richer and more varied than those from the cooking pot in Dartington, as 
well as mechanical sounds from planes and trucks passing on the highway - transmuted 
through the water, and transmitted via a Raspberry Pi streambox to an icecast server in 
France, which is accessed in turn via a mobile phone velcroed to the centre pole of the 
tent. Periodic dropouts due to fluctuating signal strength from the mobile mast, together 
with the overcast conditons, create gaps in the imaginary space set up by these elements, 
disturbing the coherence of the soundscape. Notably, activities in the pond in the Upper 
Hudson sometimes acquire a heightened sense of presence by comparison with the 
immediate surroundings, which reemerge in spikes created by vehicles crossing the cattle 
grid on the road, or occasional short abrasive calls of magpies or jackdaws or the loud, 
clear whistle of a train, which appears with comic, quotation-like, unpredictable regularity.

There are six channels playing out in the tent on small speakers in different locations, 
along with the  sounds of the surroundings, mediated by the cloth of the tent, the 
vegetation around, the flows of humid air over the slopes of the valley and the more and 
less porous barriers - leaves, fabrics - the winds encounter. We make small adjustments to 
the volume. At times, for some listener(s), these various materials intersect or interfere at 
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approximately the same register, or intensity, so the sense is that they form a minimal 
association. In these passages, the listener experiences a heightened sense of detail and 
difference both transversally (from sound to sound at one time) and longitudinally (in 
development of each strand) - at the same time as, however, these strands themselves 
become less clearly defined and tend, in a way that is almost a marker of this kind of 
passage, to cross and be confused or mistaken: that 'pop' could be from the depths of the 
remote pond, with perhaps 6 seconds of latency, or from the skin of the tent above us. At 
no point do we lose the sense of being quite awkwardly and literally sat on low makeshift 
chairs, with wet feet and hair, on the edge of an event, at an indeterminate point in an 
activity of unclear duration: in a  slightly embarrassing  situation - at the same time as we 
are conscious of aesthetically ambiguous passages of sound of seemingly heightened 
tonal and rhythmic variety and complexity, creating what we we can call: minimal 
disorientation effects, in some listeners, perhaps. These very minor and transient 
disturbances in the relationships between materials of different kinds (metal, fibre, 
invertebrate organism, gas, vehicle) at different distances (or perhaps orders of distance: 
one centimeter, 7000 kilometres), may be experienced as openings: slight apertures 
(infrathin?) in the apparently solid relationships of recognisable material and sonorous 
objects, pointing to an underlying indeterminacy in our location(s) vis á vis these materials. 

On the other hand it may be pointed out that there is not much to listen to in this 
soundtent: the territory, we can say, isn't giving much away, it's rather over managed, the 
weather isn't helping, the landscape, so to speak, withholds itself; we turn towards it: here 
we are at the edge of the conference, missing the main event, but it does not permit 
anything like a plunge in: it presents a quite reserved, muted face, or series of faces, 
through sound, provoking ups and downs in our responses, ins and outs across the 
border / gap: sonorous :  audible - across that divide.

Objects, for Harman, as for Morton, are inaccessible: they are not or only very partially 
available (vorhanden). They may be partially broken, or damaged.

Dartington soundscape 2 

29 June 2016 from 9pm
3 stereo streams in a tent in a field overlooking the valley of the Dart

-- 2 x hydrophones in a cooking pot
-- 2 x air microphones in a popup tent
-- 2 x channels from live stream from Summerhouse 2, upper storey: from outside the 
window, towards trees and shrubs - woodpigeons, blackbird, jackdaws briefly in a short 
gap in rainfall around 9pm before the weather closed in again.
Then:
-- Pond Station (as above) - lively warm water sounds with frogs et al while talking with 
Jonathan Skinner and his wife as it became dark.
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Comments
It was still raining at dusk. A gap in the rain opened for a very short, delayed evening 
chorus around 9pm, before the light rain began again. The local sounds were subdued: 
blurred, muffled effects of very small droplets contacting drenched surfaces with barely 
any force. Switching to Pond Station, by contrast the pond was lively with human and non 
human sounds: trucks, frogs, planes - all filtered and translated through water, sensors 
and transmitters - together with the hard to decipher sounds of more subtle processes: 
photosynthesis, respiration, flows.

I remember the first time I heard David Dunn's underwater recording 'Chaos and the 
Emergent Mind of the Pond'. I was struck by the rich tapestry of polyrhythms.. For 
several years I experimented with hydrophones and preamplifiers, building the tools I 
needed to reveal the complexity  of the world beneath the water's surface.. Pond 
Station is my attempt to gain access to that world and share it with as many people as 
possible.  

Zach Poff: Pond Station in Sounds Remote (Uniformbooks / SoundCamp, 2016)

We had a long conversation with pauses, provoked by small shifts in the tissue of sounds 
loosely filling the darkening tent. We wondered if we could hear biodiversity. Jonathan 
Skinner talked about making short field recordings on the fly, and writing in response to 
them, interviewing people at the Macaulay Library in Ithaca NY, just up the road from the 
pond we were listening to at Wave Farm. We wondered if listening to live streams could 
evade the elegiac mode of listening to recordings, so closely and seeming almost 
'naturally' linked to intimation and anticipation of loss. We wondered about some warming 
Arctic archipelago where the ecologist René van der Wal has been finding more and more 
density and variety of lifeforms emerging from detailed botanical surveys conducted over 
more than 50 years.

[[ For Francois Bonnet, sounds may be able to open a gap in perception / thinking which is 
non, pre or perhaps: counter-discursive - albeit constantly falling or in danger of collapsing 
into an identification, label, or ossified discourse - emerging as so many islands in the sea, 
definitively tied underwater to a massive, fixed archipelago. These transient passages 
where the sonorous is at work without becoming, perhaps, clearly audible as some thing, 
are asssociated, for Bonnet with the Indefine, the Indeterminate, the Indistinct. ]]

[-- image --]

Bioacoustics and Sonic Art
Live radio programme curated by Laura Denning
Broadcast live on Soundart Radio at noon on the 30th June

Contributors: Laura Denning, Janike Kampevold Larsen, Dawn Scarfe, Grant Smith, 
members of the studio audience
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